Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clarita regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at http://crcssmm.com, which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Homeowner, Tax Payer and Citizen,

Shelly Palmer
Shelly Palmer
Topanga, CA 90290

Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Subject: Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS

From: [Name]

Date: Wed, 20 Jul 2011 17:42:50 -0700

To: [Name]

CC: [Name]

Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clarita regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Julie Frankel

Calabasas, CA 91302
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Subject: Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS

From: [Redacted]

Date: Wed, 20 Jul 2011 19:47:01 -0700

To: [Redacted]

CC: [Redacted]

Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clarita regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

G. Leslie Elliott
Calabasas, CA 91302
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clara regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at http://crcssmm.com, which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Michael Karagosian
Calabasas, CA 91302
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Subject: Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS

From: 

Date: Wed, 20 Jul 2011 10:04:14 -0700

To: 

CC: 

Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clara regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at http://crcssmm.com, which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Robert Lia
Calabasas, CA 91301
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clarita regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at http://crcssmm.com, which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Cecile Bendavid
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clara regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

gail newman

Calabasas, CA 91302x
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Subject: Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS

From: [redacted]
Date: Wed, 20 Jul 2011 10:20:13 -0700
To: [redacted]
CC: [redacted]

Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clarita regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at http://crcssmm.com, which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Bruce Benson
Calabasas, CA 91302
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Subject: Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS

From: [Redacted]
Date: Wed, 20 Jul 2011 10:29:34 -0700
To: [Redacted]
CC: [Redacted]

Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clara regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Louella Novak
Calabasas, CA 91302
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clara regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at [http://crcssmm.com](http://crcssmm.com), divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Christine Seth
Bell Canyon, CA 91307
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clara regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at http://crcssmm.com, which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Calabasas, CA 91302
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clara regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at http://crcssmm.com, which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff's Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Jody H. Thomas
Topanga, CA 90290
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS
Subject: Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS

From: [Redacted]
Date: Wed, 20 Jul 2011 12:19:19 -0700
To: [Redacted]
CC: [Redacted]

Dear Honorable Commissioners:

I am writing for two reasons. First, I approve of the Congressional district WLADT, as defined by "option 1.2." Thank you for responding to my past request to redefine the Congressional district in respect of the needs of the Santa Monica Mountain Region. I ask that you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE FURTHER CHANGES TO WLADT.

I am also writing to disapprove of the currently proposed Senate and Assembly legislative districts for the Santa Monica Mountain Region: EVENT, and LAVSF/LAMWS. In particular, the EVENT Senate district is simply not acceptable.

The Senate district, EVENT, as shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides the Santa Monica Mountain Region communities by separating Malibu from Calabasas, Hidden Hills, Agoura Hills, and Westlake Village, even though these communities share many economic and social interests. Inexplicably, EVENT combines the Simi Valley and Santa Clarita regions with our communities of Calabasas and Hidden Hills. Simi Valley and Santa Clarita have absolutely no shared interests with our region. A much more acceptable map is shown online at http://crcssmm.com, which has also been socialized by the Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation. This map combines much of the West Valley region with Calabasas, Hidden Hills, and out to Thousand Oaks.

The Assembly districts, LAVSF/LAMWS, also shown online at http://crcssmm.com, divides Calabasas and Hidden Hills from the neighboring Santa Monica Mountain Region communities of Agoura Hills and Malibu. Calabasas and Hidden Hills should be returned to the LAMWS district.

The communities of West Hills, Hidden Hills, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, Malibu, and the adjacent unincorporated communities are deeply connected through collaboration and services. These communities form the Las Virgenes - Malibu Council of Governments. The COG is the core of Los Angeles County's Disaster Management Area B. These communities collaborate in the Santa Monica Mountains Fire Safe Alliance. The inland communities are served by a single Sheriff’s Station, located in Calabasas. These communities are served by three Fire Stations, located in Agoura Hills, Calabasas, and Westlake Village. The Las Virgenes Municipal Water District provides these communities with water and sewer services. The communities are also united through the distinguished Las Virgenes Unified School District.

Our strength as an interactive and collaborative community of interest rests on our ability to have a shared legislative voice. Our shared interest in preserving the ecology and beauty of the Santa Monica Mountains region is but one of the many elements that binds us together. Please respect the integrity of our communities and our quality of life by restoring the legislative integrity of our region following the suggestions outlined above.

With best regards,

Barbara Karagosian
Calabasas, CA 91302
Please Revise EVENT and LAVSF/LAMWS